
MEETING OF THE 

CITY OF WOBURN 

TRAFFIC COMMISSION 

OCTOBER 21, 2021 – 4:00 P.M.   

COUNCIL CHAMBER 

WOBURN CITY HALL 

  

 

Attending: Comm. John Corey, Comm. Anthony Langone, Comm. Keith Peary, Comm. Peter 

Socorelis, Comm. Charles Stokes, Comm. Jeffrey Dillon (Chair). 

 

Absent: Comm. Tina Cassidy, Comm. John Duran, Comm. Robert Ferullo  

_________________________ 

 

Motion made and 2nd to waive the reading of the minutes of the previous meeting and to accept, 

all in favor, 6-0-3 (Cassidy, Duran, and Ferullo Absent). 

_________________________ 

 

2021-11 

 

On the request for no parking signs on Central Street., upon inquiry from Comm. Dillon, Comm. 

Stokes stated the signs were already on Central Street. Motion made and 2nd that the matter be 

placed on file, all in favor, 6-0-3 (Cassidy, Duran, and Ferullo Absent). 

 

_______________________ 

 

2021-10 

 

On the request for handicapped parking space at 48 Beacon Street. 

 

ORDERED Be it ordered that Schedule 1 Parking Restrictions of the 2017 

Woburn Traffic Code, as amended, be further amended by adding 

the following:  

 

BEACON STREET – Handicapped accessible parking space be 

established at 48 Beacon Street. 

 

A communication dated September 13, 2021 was received from Timothy Donovan, 

Chairperson of the Woburn Traffic Commission, regarding “Handicapped Parking Space 

– 48 Beacon St.” Motion made and 2nd to accept the communication and make it part of 

the permanent record, all in favor, 6-0-3 (Cassidy, Duran, and Ferullo Absent). Comm. 

Dillon then read the letter for the public. Motion made and 2nd to approve the order, all in 

favor, 6-0-3 (Cassidy, Duran, and Ferullo Absent). 

_______________________ 

 

2021-13 



 

On the petition by Alicia Fitzpatrick for No Parking Sign at night on the south-side of East 

Nichols Street, Comm. Corey stated they were currently looking at the locus in question. He 

stated that there are restrictions on the north-side and enough parking, but he would defer to 

public safety. Comm. Stokes agreed that there was limited parking for residents as of right now, 

and there is only one person complaining. Comm. Langone there are plenty of businesses in the 

area that would need the parking. Comm. Dillon stated that he agreed and did not want to hurt 

the businesses. Motion made and 2nd to the deny the request, all in favor, 6-0-3 (Cassidy, Duran, 

and Ferullo Absent).  

_______________________ 

 

2020-20 

 

On the request for review of traffic pattern at intersection of Commerce Way/Atlantic Avenue, 

Presidential Way and I-93 ramp, Comm. Corey stated that Comm. Stokes had submitted a video. 

The video was played for the public. Comm. Corey explained that with the on/off ramps if 

anybody is in the intersection they had to have run a red light (arrow going northbound). When 

the arrows turn green to go on ramp, they do not coincide with other two arrows, could have 

been green shortly before, but are not looking at the correct arrows. Comm. Corey stated there 

has been some serious accidents here, which is a combination of difficult intersection and drivers 

not paying attention to the lights. Comm. Corey spoke of the MassDOT plans with respect to the 

City Council special permit that was taking landscaping money and now going to be used to 

update the intersections, in conjunction with a MassDOT grant, in this corridor. The purpose of 

these improvements is to make the ramps more efficient. The project will probably take six (6) 

months to implement. Comm. Corey stated that there is a phone app “Implied Information” 

which tells you when a light is turning green or red. Comm. Corey stated there is no way to stop 

people not paying attention, but may retime lights to make it less confusing. Comm. Stokes 

stated it cannot hurt the situation, and that it could help in the short term. Comm. Stokes stated 

that what is causing the accidents is that the right hand turn arrow is lined up with the straight 

lane. Further, Comm. Stokes stated that the green arrow actually looks like a solid green light 

from further back. Comm. Stokes said there is a left hand turn only sign next to the overhead 

light, but he asked why is there no right turn only signs for the right lane and second from right 

lane. Comm. Corey stated the turning lanes are marked on the lanes themselves as well as sign 

mounted on the side of the road, but he would check with the traffic consultant. Comm. Stokes 

stated that the other issue in the area, is that if you are on Atlantic Avenue and cars coming off 

the highway, the left hand turn lane are using highway speeds. Comm. Stokes stated he would 

like the left hand turn to yield on green sign. Comm. Stokes further stated that the vehicles on 

opposite direction, they block the view for the ones turning left onto Presidential. Comm. Corey 

stated that when the drivers are coming off the ramp, they are driving 40 m.p.h. Comm. Stokes 

said ideally he would suggest having all three signals the same color at the same time. Comm. 

Corey stated that the oncoming traffic cannot see. Comm. Corey further stated that on November 

15, 2021 the grant is due, and it will probably take two or three months for that and can bring up 

these matters. Motion made and 2nd to have the traffic consultant make recommendations, all in 

favor, 6-0-3 (Cassidy, Duran, and Ferullo Absent).  

_______________________ 

 



On the communication from Commission on Disability requesting clarification on 

recommendations for on-street handicapped parking spaces. Motion made and 2nd to accept the 

communication and make it part of the permanent record, all in favor, 6-0-3 (Cassidy, Duran, 

and Ferullo Absent). Comm. Dillon stated he is going to attend the meeting at 5:30 p.m. and state 

he will have a conversation on how the Traffic Commission wants to be inclusive. Motion made 

and 2nd to place the matter on file, all in favor, 6-0-3 (Cassidy, Duran, and Ferullo Absent). 

_______________________ 

 

2021-14 

 

On the request for no truck traffic on Poole Street, the City Clerk stated that the petitioner would 

like someone to call to the petitioner to discuss the matter.  Motion made and 2nd that the matter 

be laid on the table, all in favor, 6-0-3 (Cassidy, Duran, and Ferullo Absent). 

_______________________ 

 

2021-15 

 

On the request for crosswalk on Winn Street at intersection with Linden Street, Comm. Dillon 

stated he spoke with the petitioner, and that the petitioner will be at the next meeting. Motion 

made and 2nd that the following departments look into the matter:  Public Works, Engineering, 

and Police, all in favor, 6-0-3 (Cassidy, Duran, and Ferullo Absent). 

_______________________ 

 

2021-16 

 

On the request for No Parking Signs on Pilgrim Road and Lowell Street from 8:00 a.m. to 3:00 

p.m., Monday through Friday, Councilor Joseph Demers stated that there was an issue with the 

school beginning of year. He stated he received complaints from neighbors about the giant 

queuing process on Pilgrim Road and thanked Sargent Stokes, Officer Pacheco, Principal 

Maloney, and Matt Crowley for looking into the matter, however, it seemed to be a temporary 

fix and that now there is an issue again. Councilor Demers stated that there was a temporary no 

parking by the police department because Lowell Street becomes very narrow with the queuing 

and parking, and that there needs to be some sort of solution and/or compromise. Councilor 

Demers stated that the Hurld Wyman is on a new site that the neighbors were so gracious to 

allow in. Commissioner Corey stated the same thing happened at the new high school 15 years 

ago and that it creates a difficult situation. Commissioner Corey suggested queuing through 

Spence Farm. Councilor Demers stated that the rear part of the Hurld Wyman was not an 

entrance before, and that if vehicles are already queuing there they are still going to use it if used 

to it. Councilor Demers stated there needs to be a holistic approach, and that there needs to be 

another meeting with the school to further look at it. Commissioner Corey stated that if restrict 

the parking, the vehicles may just may move the problem. Commissioner Peary stated that the 

one factor is that no one is taking the bus. Commissioner Corey stated perhaps it would be 

beneficial to have a public meeting. Commissioner Stokes stated they tried a temporary bus stop 

at the old Wyman, however, there are younger aged students, and the school is trying. 

Commissioner Stokes stated from an overall safety perspective, he would prefer forced drop off 

in the parking lot with the traffic flow in on Wyman Street and out on Lowell Street. 



Commissioner Socorelis stated he was concerned with the emergency vehicles trying to make it 

through. Commissioner Stokes stated that if you ban the parking on one street, it will keep going 

on to others. Chair Dillon stated perhaps there should be a public meeting. Commissioner Corey 

stated that there is enough parking for teachers, staff, and visitors, however the residual and drop 

offs are the issue. Motion made and 2nd to open the meeting to public comments, all in favor, 6-

0-3 (Cassidy, Duran, and Ferullo Absent). The petitioner, Cheryl Lee Comunale, 11 Pilgrim 

Road, stated that she is concerned with safety and that the school was designed for drive in and 

that drive out. Ms. Comunale said on one occasion she saw an ambulance to try to get around 

and couldn’t, also as a letter carrier and neighbor she has witnessed buses cannot make it down, 

that it is dangerous with the blind turn and no sidewalks, people drive too fast, and has witnessed 

a truck park on a crosswalk. Ms. Comunale stated she has emailed with school and spoke with 

the police department, and that it would be safer to drive through the property for drop off. Ms. 

Comunale stated there is a do not enter on Lowell Street and she watched delivery trucks do this 

she said it is just laziness not to park by Spence Farm and walk up. Upon inquiry from Chair 

Dillon, Ms. Comunale stated that the school refused to send out a communication to the parents. 

Mr. Charles Valente, 47R Lowell Street, stated that his 200-foot driveway is being blocked by 

running vehicles that are parked. Commissioner Stokes stated there are no parking signs 

currently on that side of Lowell Street. Tom Gunn, 4 Pilgrim Road stated he put in an irrigation 

system in his lawn, and that parents pull up on his lawn and park on his irrigation system. Mr. 

Gunn also stated that the school bus comes down the street and honks its horn to wait for the 

vehicles to move. Mr. Gunn said he put rods out there to protect his lawn. Mr. Gunn suggested 

that the parking be doubled up on site at the school, and that currently there is a no parking 

porous surface sign, but people park there. Mr. Gunn further stated that he didn’t want to bother 

Watson Lane but there are sidewalks and crossing guard over there and that the bottom line is the 

safety of the children. Donna Donovan, 5 Pilgrim Road, stated that most of the neighbors 

brought up the important parts, but that her main concern are the vehicles coming around the 

bend. Ms. Donovan stated she could not get through to go home because of the vehicles. Ms. 

Donovan stated she was a neighbor, a retired teach, and her daughter is a teacher at the Hurld 

Wyman, and her grandchildren go to school there. Ms. Donovan further stated that she was 

concerned about neighbors and/or parents fighting with each other, and that she doesn’t agree 

with having the parking on Wyman Street. Ms. Donovan stated that parents do not deserve to 

pick up kids with added stress and should be able to pick up their kids safely. Also, Ms. Donovan 

stated that the small streets should not be subjected to this, and an emergency could happen any 

time. Ms. Donovan also volunteered to be part of the solution and any committee to brainstorm. 

Commissioner Corey stated there needs to be a fact finding mission if there is a policy for school 

drop off and pickup and then make a modification after discussions. Commissioner Corey sated 

that students should not cross streets to be safe, unless they are actually a walker with a crossing 

guard. Motion made and 2nd to allow commissioners to discuss matter with school officials to 

discover information about the situation, all in favor, 6-0-3 (Cassidy, Duran, and Ferullo 

Absent). 

_______________________ 

 

2021-17 

 

On the request for safety improvements to crosswalk at intersection of Salem Street and Bow 

Street, the City Clerk stated that the petition was not in the packet but that Commissioner Stokes 



had filed it. Commission Stokes stated he received complaints and it is a wide part of Salem 

Street, he thought he wanted a flashing pedestrian sign there, however, the sign would be in the 

middle of the property. Commissioner Dillon stated he received calls also. Commissioner Corey 

stated that Commissioner Langone brought up, and that this was originally part of the complete 

streets project but got delayed because of the Eversource. Commissioner Corey stated that the 

MBTA was doing ramp improvements as well, he did not think this was part of that but possibly 

could get it. He further stated that this could create gaps in the queues of traffic and that he 

would check into it. Commissioner Langone stated that the whole corridor needs to be tied in 

down there, since there are pedestrians and a bus stop. Commissioner Langone stated there is a 

high rate of speed down there and that he is familiar with the area since his parents live in that 

area. Motion made and 2nd that Commissioner Corey check further into this matter, all in favor, 

6-0-3 (Cassidy, Duran, and Ferullo Absent). Jennifer Jones, 4 Sherman Place stated that her 

daughter walks to the Kennedy Middle School and had concerns. Ms. Jones stated that there 

were no busses for these neighborhoods so lot of kids walk to intersection for the White 

Elementary and the Kennedy Middle School. Ms. Jones stated further down people do not want 

to cross there since the width is pretty far, the traffic on Bow Street, and the MBTA bus. Further, 

she stated that the curve on Salem Street, coming from the center going to I-93, you cannot see 

the intersection so at least a dangerous intersection/curve sign should be there. Ms. Jones stated it 

is busy all day long and not just with school children. John Nee, 3 Ingalls Street, stated he walks 

there every night and that an actuated sign should be there at least in order for the traffic to see 

the pedestrians and stop for a reason. 

_______________________ 

 

Motion made and 2nd that the Traffic Commission meeting time be moved from 3:00 p.m. to 4:00 

p.m., all in favor, 6-0-3 (Cassidy, Duran, and Ferullo Absent). 

_______________________ 

 

Before Adjournment, Comm. Dillon took a moment to recognize Comm. Peary’s last Traffic 

Commission meeting and to thank Comm. Peary for his service to the City of Woburn and Fire 

Department, and wished him well in his future endeavors. 

_______________________ 

 

 

Motion made and 2nd to adjourn, all in favor, 6-0-3 (Cassidy, Duran, and Ferullo Absent). 

Meeting adjourned at 6:16 p.m. 

 

 

A TRUE RECORD ATTEST:          

 

           _____________________________________ 

            Lindsay E. Higgins 

City Clerk and Clerk of Traffic Commission 

 


